
 

HATE YOU Streetwear presentzzz 

"Nice to HATE YOU"  
 
1 Day Festival – Indoor 
26th October 2019 
6.30 PM – 02.00 AM 
Potsdam Lindenpark (Stahnsdorfer Str. 76/78, 14482 Potsdam / Germany) 
 
Live on Stage… a real "Mixtura Explosiva Lindenparka"! 
 
THE METEORS (UK) - The Kings of Psychobilly 
After 6 years of abstinence in Potsdam, THE METEORS are now conquering the stage and your 
lost souls back. Only one Show in East-Germany 
 
V8 WANKERS (GER) - Full throttle Punk-n-Roll 
Since 2000, Lutz Vegas and his heavily tattooed dudes octane pregnant along the dirty Punk-n-
Roll Highway...Motorcity Offenbach greets you.   
 
THEE FLANDERS (GER) - Psychobilly/Punkabilly from Potsdamned  
Lindenparks house band belongs to one of the most successful Psychobilly- / Punkabilly bands of 
our country and is always welcome.   
 
THE MONSTROSITIES (AT) - Psychobilly of Austria 
Sunglasses on, styled hair, instruments at hand and off we go at full throttle from Austria to 
Potsdamned. 
 
KONE KRAWALL KLUB (GER) - One Man Psychotrash from Leipzig  
Kone strikes wildly between Psychotrah 20 butts and many Sternburg beers. Exactly what we 
need to open the evening! 
 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
TICKETS via www.HATEYOU.wtf 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

ACHTUNG: Event is limited of only 666 Tickets!! 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

ticket prices are made up as follows: 25,80 EUR + VVK fee 2,20 EUR + shipping costs. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

The advance sale of hard-tickets starts on August 14th 2019 and runs until October 20th 2019. 
They will be sent from August 19th 2019 to October 21th 2019 with Tracking ID. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Further ticket agencies + shops and the running order will be announced later. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 



Ladies and gentlemen, fans and friends of the night... 
 
HATE YOU Streetwear presents full of anticipation and modest pride its own and first music 
festival! 
 
"Nice to HATE YOU" 
 
...so it will be said, when the unholy gates of the Potsdamer Lindenparks open on October 26th 
2019. Insiders are already familiar with the club, as the PSYCHOMANIA RUMBLE has been 
taking place there since 2007. 
 
proved and tested - "HATE YOU" is present! 
 
Whoever is on the way to (sub)cultural strangeways, turning up the tide of nights on illustrious 
events, in distilleries and dives to spend the last pennys, examining situations as a danger 
seeker, likes to make himself popular, is invited for an interview or is simply interested in 
(anti)fashion, loves "HATE YOU". 
 
The story of "HATE YOU Streetwear" begins in 1996. The boring T-shirt standard mush makes 
the own brand a logical consequence. In small editions, the shirts quickly find friends tearing 
sales. Since the beginning it was clear that there should be no limits for specific scenes. The 
brands roots range from Punkrock, Hardcore and Metal to Psychobilly, Wave-Gothic or EBM. 
 
Furthermore: "HATE YOU" does not preach dull hatred but is in the psychological field between 
"love" and "hate". 
 
Since 2001 "HATE YOU" has been an official trademark, but remains streetcredible, true and 
distances itself from mainstream and mass-produced goods. Original utensil for the individual, 
unadjusted against the trend. 
 
Come on, lets meet live on and in front of the stage in Potsdamned! 
 
For the first event a very special hot and fiery witch boiler will be fired up. 
The essence is decisive: Those who know the ingredients have to pay attention to the dosage. A 
little too little and the brew is too tasteless. If you give too much, the soup is over salted. 
 
Voila, there we have it - as an exclusive menu - a real "Mixtura Explosiva Lindenparka"! Beware 
diabolically hot and rich in fat! 
 
In the pot 666% Psychobilly bubble - from the creator himself! Deepen the aromas with a decent 
ladle of Potsdamned Punkabilly. Octane-twisted full-throttle  
Punk-n-Roll heats up the consistency, monstrous Psychobilly from Austria raises the balance to 
the necessary level. Ecstatic trash provides the right kick in the structures. 
 
Live on Stage: 
 
THE METEORS (UK) - The Kings of Psychobilly 
After 6 years of abstinence in Potsdam, THE METEORS are now conquering the stage and your 
lost souls back. Grandmaster and Psychobilly legend P. Paul Fenech is on the unholy boards just 
in time for his 40th stage anniversary to announce his special "Word for Sunday": OTMAPP - only 
the Meteors are pure Psychobilly! 
 
V8 WANKERS (GER) - Full throttle Punk-n-Roll 
Since 2000, Lutz Vegas and his heavily tattooed dudes octane pregnant along the dirty Punk-n-
Roll Highway. For Potsdam the handbrakes are already released and the foot is ready for the 
unconditional Kick-Down to accelerator. The tyres are smoking...Motorcity Offenbach greets you. 
A special musical event, which not only leaves deep traces in the asphalt but also in the auditory 
canals of the fan community. 
 



THEE FLANDERS (GER) - Psychobilly/Punkabilly from Potsdamned  
If hell is closed because of overcrowding, then the undead will play on earth again. 
Thanks to their home advantage, the 4 Potsdammers dont have to go far. The Lindenpark house 
band belongs to one of the most successful Psychobilly- / Punkabilly bands of our country and is 
always welcome. In the luggage the best of the last 2 decades, a few known cover songs to bawl 
along and perhaps also the one or the other track from the upcoming release. Let us be 
surprised.... 
 
THE MONSTROSITIES (AT) - Psychobilly of Austria 
The area around Vöcklabruck seems to be haunted. Maybe at some point a barrel with 
dangerous substances leaked into the drinking water. Otherwise it is probably not explainable 
that there are over and over again wicked Psychobilly bands emerging there and pushing the 
scene forward. The most recent representatives are THE MONSTROSITIES. A fresh board with 
the best Psychobilly has to offer. Sunglasses on, styled hair, instruments at hand and off we go at 
full throttle to Potsdamned. 
 
KONE KRAWALL KLUB (GER) - One Man Psychotrash from Leipzig  
The Leipzig One Man Trash sensation has been playing his ass off for some time already. Kone 
strikes wildly into the detuned guitar, drums his drums and blows crazy and with weird tones into 
the old harmonica. In addition the mangy iron rubbing voice from 20 butts and many Sternburg 
beers. Exactly what we need to open the evening! 
 
The Lindenpark offers the ideal location for this festival with its convenient transport connections, 
a correspondingly large stage area as well as the great sound and lighting system. Of course, this 
also includes the all-round supply of food and drinks - naturally in the form of pilsner, high-proof 
and mixed drinks. In addition, a corresponding range of "HATE YOU" merchandise, reccords and 
band merchandise can be expected. This means fun and variety before, during and after the 
shows. Those who find all this "too colourful" in the truest sense can sit comfortably at the bar or 
inspect the barbecue stand in the adjacent outdoor area. 
 
"NICE to HATE YOU"... Potsdamned calls you! 
 
© by HATE YOU. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 


